
By: Mohammed bin Sallam

SANA’A, Jan. 6 — Born in 1962 in
Lahj’s Qabbaita district, Ahmad Saif
Hashid is the founder and owner of Al-
Mustaqella newspaper. A prominent
parliamentarian with a high interest in
human rights issues, Hashid was select-
ed as a member of the Parliamentary
Public Freedoms and Human Rights
Committee and Rapporteur of
Independent MPs’ Caucus. 

Hashid chairs Change, an organiza-
tion for defending rights and freedoms,
and is a member of the Civil
Community Coalition known as
OMAM. He graduated from the Sana’a-
based Higher Judicial Institute in 1996,
and prior to that obtained a postgraduate
diploma in international politics from
the Faculty of Commerce and
Economics in Sana’a University. He
also obtained a license in law from
Aden University in 1989 and a diploma
in military sciences from the Aden

Military College in 1983, and
recently has attended training
courses on social and
human rights issues. 

Between October 1997
and February 2003,
Hashid served as
Chief Judge of
the Central
A r e a ’ s
Preliminary
Court. From
1990-91, he
worked as
head of the
J u d i c i a l
Investigation
Department. 

Hashid was
appointed chair-
man for the coali-
tion of “Independents
for Change” following
Yemen’s presidential
and local council elec-

tions on September 20, 2006. He
was a central contributor to

founding and establishing the
Charitable Cooperative
Society in the Qabbaita dis-

trict and later became
the society’s secre-

tary-general. He
served as edi-
tor-in-chief
o f
“Qabbai ta
Newsletter”
since its
e s t ab l i sh -

ment in
D e c e m b e r

2000 until it
was shut down

by the Ministry of
Information in

October 2004 after
publishing its 49th
issue. 

The parliamentarian

has demonstrated a key role in organiz-
ing multiple social activities within and
beyond the Qabbaita District, participat-
ed in several symposiums, discussions
and workshops and has written various
published and unpublished studies and
essays. 

“Yemen’s Madmen”, containing pop-
ular conversations with commoners, is
one of the famous books produced by
Hashid, who is also preparing a book on
intellectualism, due to go to press soon. 

Hashid is committed to equality in
constitutional and legal issues, a fact
demonstrated through his positions and
advocacy of rights and freedoms. Such
actions exposed the man to a series of
attacks and legal violations, as well as
arbitrary procedures by the authorities.
In 2003, he escaped an assassination
attempt after writing a news report dis-
closing the miserable conditions of pris-
ons and prisoners in Yemen. The inci-
dent left his driver dead. 

Continued on page 2

By: Yemen Times Staff

SA’ADA, Jan. 6 — Incidents of mysteri-
ous killings between civilians and govern-
ment troops are increasing from day to
day, tribal and media sources said, adding

that a serious incident took place inside
the province’s government complex
where the governor’s security guards
assaulted sheikh Yaser Mujalli, a promi-
nent tribal leader in the restive province. 

The incident left eight of the sheikh’s
escorts dead and another seven injured.
This enraged the tribal leader, brother of
well-known Parliament member Othman
Hussein Mujalli, who announced two
days after the incident during a huge trib-
al rally that avenging the death of the vic-
tims will risk senior statesmen by attack-
ing the government’s vital centers.  

Sa’ada tribal sheikhs interpret the
killings as government policy targeting
their lives. According to the sheikhs,
opportunistic officials, whom they
described as “war brokers”, must stop
shedding the blood of innocent civilians. 

Tribal sources claimed that the incident
was machinated by government agents
against Mujalli’s family. They indicated
that intensive shooting from the govern-
ment facilities overlooking the scene is
clear-cut evidence of agency involvement
in shedding Sa’ada citizens’ blood. 

Concluding their rally, the tribesmen
vowed in an agreement to stand in soli-
darity with the victims’ relatives, with
defectors held responsible for their
actions. Sa’ada sheikhs remained adher-
ent to the first demand in the agreement,
that of pressuring authorities to accelerate
their prosecution of killers and those who
support them, as well as form a fact-find-
ing committee to assess the present situa-
tion. 

Tribal observers expect such an inci-
dent to lead to a breakdown in relations
between the government and tribesmen
backing it in its war on Houthi supporters.
These expectations are based on

observers’ analyses of the complicated
situation in Sa’ada. 

Tribesmen, however, claimed that con-
tinued silence without a reaction to the
government complex incident may
encourage the state to escalate its alleged
barbaric operations against citizens and
prevent tribal sheikhs from exercising
their influence within their communities.
They continued that the government’s
insistence on implementing its military
policies, contradicting the tribal agree-
ment, may cause it to suffer heavy dam-
ages and losses in the war-torn gover-
norate. 

The governorate has experienced sta-
bility since December 16, the day of the
government complex incident. The tribes
of Khawlan Bani Amer and Hamdan Bin
Zaid, to which Sheikh Mujalli belongs,
labeled the event as “a plotted crime tar-
geting the sheikh’s sons.” 

Continued on page 2
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Sa’ada crisis worsens amid threats of violence

MP Ahad Saif Hashid



By Philipp Schweers
For the Yemen Times

SANA’A, Jan 6 — After two days of
constant discussions, elections and
proceedings, it seems that Sana'a is on
its way to be the first host of an inde-
pendent and local-based academy on
Middle Eastern Studies in the Arab
world. 
The board meetings brought together
some of the most distinguished
Yemeni and foreign individuals work-
ing on Middle Eastern issues and edu-
cation. This was with the intention of
creating a decisive impulse for the
foundation of the institution and its
contemporary Middle Eastern studies
program, due to start in the fall. Under
the supervision of Harazi Sabri
Saleem, founder and president of the
Yemen College of Middle Eastern
Studies (YCMES), well-known
experts from institutions and
Universities like Harvard, Oxford and
Amsterdam, Yemeni officials and rep-
resentatives from business and society
conferred the whole weekend at Taj
Sheba Hotel on YCMES issues.

"After these fruitful meetings, I am
quite confident that this Yemeni-
owned and operated academic institu-
tion will be a pioneer in modern

Middle Eastern Studies. Due to the
excellence of the Board, this meeting
laid the cornerstone for a unique and
excellent academic program," said Dr.
Abdul Karim al-Iryani, Former Prime
Minister of Yemen, Advisor to the
President and, since this weekend,
chairman of the Board at YCMES.

Since its foundation in 1989 as the
Yemen Language Center (YLC), the
center has played a leading role in the
education of foreigners and thousands
of Arabic students in Yemen. "With the
demand and need for new study-
abroad programs in the Middle East,
we decided to transform the YLC into
the YCMES," Saleem said.

Dr. Steve Caton, Dean of the new
college and Director of Middle
Eastern Studies at Harvard University,
explained, "Mr. Saleem convinced me
with his idea of creating a true and
independent Yemeni college on
regional issues, which brings together
interested individuals from Yemen,
Europe and North-America and fosters
cross-cultural understanding. It is
absolutely unique. 

There are mainly satellite institu-
tions of foreign universities dealing
with these topics in the Middle East,
and the YCMES will be the first of its
kind."

Last weekend, the Board of Advisors of the newly-

organized Yemen College of Middle Eastern Studies -

consisting of some of the most highly-esteemed special-

ists in Middle Eastern Studies and Yemeni officials–

met in Sana'a to advance the ambitious project of a

unique college of Middle Eastern Studies, the first of its

kind in the Middle East.
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ADEN

700 titles for Women’s 

Center library

A donation of 700 different titles

from Osama Publishing and

Distribution House in Jordan is

the latest addition to the Women’s

Research Center in Aden.

Affiliated with Aden University,

the center is concerned with

women’s and gender studies.

The Jordanian publishing house

so far has donated 1,000 books to

the center under an exchange

program between them.

AMRAN

First Aid training

The first phase of First Aid

training is taking place at Amran

Hospital, where medical staff are

being trained in this field for six

days. They are learning how to

handle and treat burns of all

degrees, suffocation and other

emergencies in order to save

patients’ lives.

The Ministry of Health organized

the training, which will expand to

other Yemeni governorates.

MAHWIT

Oil and petrol violators arrested

Mahwit’s local council and its

Industry and Trade office have

caught three petrol station

managers for violating quality

standards regarding their product.

The arrests were within the

context of a larger quality control

campaign by the local council.

The violators were accused of

raising prices and storing oil

products in order to increase

market demands and raise prices

even more.

SANA’A
Second phase of Great Mosque

restoration project

Starting this month, phase two of

the project to restore the Great

Mosque in Sana’a will

commence. This phase includes

restoring the mosque’s wall,

ceiling and pillars, in addition

rewiring its electrical and water

connections.

By the end of this second phase,

75 percent of the mosque’s

restoration will have been

completed, leaving the final stage

for restoring the artwork and

internal décor of the mosque,

which is one of Yemen’s oldest.

Mosquito nets to be distributed

An anti-malaria campaign will

begin distributing more than

381,138 mosquito nets in 15

Yemeni governorates next week.

This falls within the malaria

fighting campaign, which will last

several days.

The campaign aims to help more

than 200,000 families living in

coastal areas where the disease is

most prevalent. The total project

cost is more than YR 2.3 million.

First national conference 

for talented youth

Starting today, the first national

conference will commence, at

which 500 young Yemeni men

and women will be celebrated

over two days. The event will

include honoring the talented

youth, as well as art sketches and

performances. Hailing from

across the nation, the youth are

athletes, artists and scholars in

religion, science and literature.

TAIZ
Free surgeries at 

Al-Thawra Hospital

A German medical team is

conducting free medical surgeries

at Taiz’s Thawra Educational

Hospital between Jan. 6 and 20.

The team includes experts in brain

and neurosurgery, the circulatory

system, facial and cosmetic

surgery, orthopedics and women’s

and children’s diseases.

Hospital management invited the

German team in order to provide

an opportunity for those Yemenis

who can’t afford to travel abroad

for treatment.

In briefIn brief
By: Imad Ahmed Abdullah

TAIZ, Jan. 5 — A massive explosion
occurred last Wednesday a few meters
from the fence of the Republican
Palace in Taiz, critically injuring 16-
year-old Anwar A. Fadhel and 15-year-
old Radhi Taher, who were promptly
taken to Taiz’s Al-Thawra Hospital.

A source close to Fadhel confirmed
that the explosion was due to a bomb
planted in a desolate area in the middle
of the watercourse located west of the
Republican Palace, adding that the two
teens didn’t know what a bomb was.
While attempting to dismantle it to sell
it for scrap, it suddenly exploded, rip-
ping apart their bodies.

The same source reported that

Fadhel’s nose was broken while one
hand, his legs and his genitals were
amputated. The older of the two boys is
from a poor family of 11 members who
have no provider. They live on their
dead father’s YR 10,000 pension and
occasionally receive assistance from
charities and philanthropists.

According to the source, eighth-
grader Fadhel was obliged to collect
scrap from randomly built houses and
the nearby desolate surroundings.

Due to the poor services available at
Al-Thawra Hospital, Taher was trans-
ferred to the intensive care unit at Al-
Sa’eed Specialized Hospital where he
underwent a YR 300,000 surgery to
repair his legs. Currently in a coma, he
still requires surgery on his eyes and

other parts of his body, which was hit
with various-sized shrapnel. 

Like his friend, sixth-grader Taher
also collects scrap to help provide for
his family. The source close to Taher
also appealed to philanthropists and
other charitable individuals to aid him
in having the remaining surgeries.

A security source who refused to
give his name stated that security bod-
ies immediately instigated an investi-
gation following the incident, which
was caused by playing with unspeci-
fied dangerous materials. This is the
third time such an incident has
occurred, with most victims being chil-
dren.

Such incidents occasionally occur in
Taiz city due to bombs or landmines,

thus raising questions about why, when
and how such devices were planted in
populated areas.

The security authorities in Taiz are
striving to remove all landmines plant-
ed during the war which took place in
the late 1970s in Yemen's central areas,
Taiz, including Shara’b Al-Rawnah
and Shara’b Al-Salam districts and Ibb
governorates,. A permanent center has
been created in those specific areas to
remove all landmines and explosive
bombs. 

Children in Taiz are victims of the
planted landmines and bombs planted
over there. Nobody knows how, when
and why those landmines and bombs
were planted in the vicinity of house-
holds and populated areas.

By: Aziz Al-Hadi
For The Yemen Times

SANA’A, Jan. 1 — In July of last year
in the city of Mukalla, the Higher
Education Ministry, in partnership
with Yemen’s public universities,
announced the formal inauguration of
the Yemen Center for Information
Technology in a signed declaration
released to the press.

Although perhaps many hardly
noticed the declaration, discussions
with Ministry officials associated with
the “push to lift Yemen’s higher educa-
tion into cyberspace” led to the conclu-
sion that if successful, this complicated
multi-phase program could prove to be
the ministry’s crowning development
this decade.

The new center’s new board held its
first meeting in December chaired by
Higher Education Minister Saleh
Basurra. Board members primarily are
Yemeni university rectors, in addition
to a member of the
Telecommunications Ministry and a
member of the Chamber of Commerce.

According to Deputy Higher
Education Minister and Deputy Board
Chairman Mohammed Al-Mutaher, the
center will provide the ability to over-
see the design, development, training
and maintenance of the Higher
Education Ministry’s networked sys-
tem of ICT (information and commu-
nications technologies) services and
support in order to continually benefit
Yemen’s estimated 200,000 faculty,
staff and students.

Completed in 2005, the ICT Master
Plan for Higher Education was funded
by a Dutch government fund estab-
lished to support institutional strength-
ening in education and training and
was developed by Yemeni and Dutch
experts led by specialists from the

Netherlands’ Delft University of
Technology (also known as TU Delft).

The Yemeni government approved
plan outlines a seven-phase program of
ICT development projects to be imple-
mented under the new IT center’s
direct supervision. The project’s total
estimated cost supposedly is just under
$25 million over the next four to five
years.

Lu’ay Al-Kibsi, Yemen’s coordina-
tor of ICT higher education projects,
explains that in its first years, the cen-
ter will focus on development, includ-
ing developing the IT infrastructure,
management information services, e-
libraries, e-learning and university
communications, as well as providing
high-speed web access and training.

He says that implementing the plan
will play a leading role in the effort to
modernize Yemen’s higher education
system by providing the physical capa-
bility, structure, resources and support
services needed to effectively integrate
information technology into teaching
and learning here.

In his opening statement, the minis-
ter Al-Mutaher praised this developing
partnership with donors as well as the
Yemeni government’s support for the
initiative thus far.

Other support includes both the ini-
tial and expanded support by the Dutch
government through the Netherlands
Organization for International
Cooperation in Higher Education, or
NUFFIC, at $5.5 million, the
IDA/World Bank Higher Education
Project at $2 million and the Chinese
government at $4 million, in addition
to the Yemeni government, which has
allocated $4 million for the project.

Al-Mutaher further stressed to the
board the need for further funding,
calling on more donor, government
and private sector support for this cru-

cial need.
He noted other information-related

projects currently being implemented
or in the tender phase, including pilot
technical assistance programs regard-
ing e-library and library development
and developing a comprehensive e-
management information system,
among others, all seeking to reduce the
current low level of what he terms
“information literacy.”

Additionally, a new World Bank-
funded program is seeking to expand
the higher education university’s inter-
nal capacity to train its own staff via a
program to strengthen in-house
English language teaching centers,
teaching and research and IT training
for staff development.

Al-Mutaher further noted that a con-
stant theme running throughout the
objectives of the National
Development Strategy for Higher
Education is the need to rapidly
expand the availability of IT resources
and skills at all levels in Yemeni uni-
versities. 

He affirmed that the university’s
leadership recognizes that developing
Yemeni graduates capable of contribut-
ing to the national economy not only
requires easy access to information,
but also the skills in how “to utilize
and integrate information into teaching
and learning by students and faculty
alike.”

Likewise, Bert Geers, chief techni-
cal expert and international manager of
the TU Delft/Higher Education
Ministry project in Yemen, emphasized
the need to focus on establishing the
underlying IT infrastructure in Yemeni
universities. According to Geers, thou-
sands more computers are needed for
such a system, with the ministry set-
ting a target of 4,000 total computers
over the next four years.

Explosion near Taiz Republican Palace

New higher education initiatives 
promote “information literacy”

Board congregates 
launch new college
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The MP was detained in the political
security jail in October 2006 without
any respect for his parliamentary
immunity over his solidarity with a
sit-in staged by local non-governmen-
tal organizations (NGOs) in front of
the political security’s premises.
Hashid joined a protest against the
government’s detention of the human
rights activist Ali Al-Dailami, the
executive director of the Yemeni
Organization for Defending Rights
and Freedoms. 

Throughout the years of his service
as MP, Hashid criticized the
Parliament, describing it as “The
worst Parliament ever formed since
1990.” He said the current Parliament
“doesn’t play an active role in dis-
cussing citizens’ issues and sufferings,
nor does it have an influence on deci-
sion making processes.” According to
the parliamentarian, Yemen’s democ-
racy is ailing and backward. He
slammed the current Parliament, say-
ing it falsely paints a positive image of
the authority, legalizes corruption,
supports oppression and makes
democracy in Yemen appear foolish.  

Hashid’s activities in 2007 
The MP published the first edition of
his book “Yemen’s Madmen” in early
2007, and along with a constellation of
human rights activists and politicians,
founded Change, being elected leader
for the organization during its staff’s
first meeting. 

Hashid conducted a series of field
visits to many prisons in different gov-

ernorates, with the aim of examining
prisoner conditions, verifying whether
jail conditions meet humanitarian and
legal standards or not, and contacting
relevant government agencies, includ-
ing jail administrations, prosecution
offices, court security departments,
police stations and criminal investiga-
tion bureaus. In addition, he estab-
lished contacts with NGOs, human
rights groups and media institutions.
During his visits to security jails in
Sana’a, Hodeidah, Dhamar, Al-Beidha
and Hajjah, the activist disclosed to
the Yemeni public and international
community flagrant human rights
abuses exercised against inmates.
While doing his humanitarian work,
Hashid was exposed to several physi-
cal and verbal attacks. 

In July 2007, guards at the Passport
and Immigration Authority jail in
Sana’a arrested Hashid, tied his hands
and threatened to kill him over his
visit to this jail after he learned about
the death of an Eritrean inmate, named
“Abraham”. The Eritrean victim suf-
fered tragic conditions in the jail,
where multinational inmates, suffering
inhuman treatment, are also held cap-
tive. The parliamentarian was prevent-
ed from touring the military police jail
in Hodeidah, and was subjected to
badmouthing and contempt by the
jail’s prison guards. He was also pre-
vented from visiting the Political
Security jail in Dhamar in late 2007. 

Hashid is an active attendant and
participant of all public and human
rights functions, such as the recent sit-
ins and protests that took place in
Sana’a, Taiz, Al-Dhale’, Lahj and

Aden. During these demonstrations,
he gave speeches aimed at increasing
civil awareness among protestors. He
was intercepted at a security check-
point and his car was thoroughly
searched while on his way to Al-
Dhale’ governorate to attend the funer-
als of Menasat Radfan’s victims. 

Hashid has lavishly enriched many
human rights functions with his effec-
tive remarks and comments concern-
ing human rights issues in Yemen. He
presented and reviewed many of his
writings during such events, notably
the one entitled “Why do we object to
the death penalty?” in which he high-
lighted common limitations and viola-
tions in the judicial system. 

Hashid created a unique way of eas-
ily conveying information to the gen-
eral public in his newspaper Al-
Mustaqella, by using popular conver-
sations and field interviews, which all
aim at expressing solidarity with citi-
zens suffering from human rights
abuses. This helped his newspaper
gain prestige and popularity from
among local newspapers. Thanks to its
editors’ efforts, the newspaper now
prints between 60 and 70 thousand
copies per issue.  

Hashid proved to be brave enough
to reveal hidden facts and information
during his interviews with journalists,
thereby forcing ruling party MPs to
demand the Parliament’s presidential
board to withdraw his immunity.
Deputy Parliament Speaker Yahya Al-
Ra’ie transferred the demands to the
Parliamentary and Media Committee
for judgment.  

Sa’ada crisis worsens amid

threats of violence

Other events and incidents, such as
Friday’s killing of three children and
injury of another three in one Houthi
village by military mortars, were
reported along with the murder of
Hassan Eidha, a local council member,
plus a woman and two children on
Thursday. 

Prominent tribal figures and politi-
cians warned against an escalation of
the crisis and its development into a
new war between government troops
and Houthis, particularly after the
Qatari mediation committee failed to
end the fighting and the other media-
tion committee, formed by President
Saleh, halted its efforts and activities
in the war-ravaged governorate. 

Abdulmalik Al-Houthi, Houthi field
leader, earlier urged Joint Meeting
Party (JMP) leadership and NGOs to
intervene and prevent a possible out-
break of a fifth Sa’ada war, pointing
out that Salafi elements are preparing
themselves to wage a new war. 

“Taking an initiative during such a
critical stage is a regional, national
and humanitarian responsibility,” Al-
Houthi said in a letter addressed to
JMP leaders and NGO representatives.
“It is unwise for you to wait until a
fifth war erupts since it may destroy
any remaining infrastructure, kill
thousands of citizens and military sol-
diers, make the wound more painful
and increase tragic calamities in the
country.” 

In the letter, of which copies were

obtained by different media outlets,
Al-Houthi complained that authorities
have launched repeated arrest cam-
paigns, killed citizens, destroyed their
homes and forced many families to
live outdoors. Moreover, the govern-
ment is continuing its excessive mili-
tary presence in different parts of the
governorate, according to Al-Houthi. 

The letter disclosed numerous
arrangements by the government,
which usually indicates its intention to
wage a new war, clarifying that army
officers and soldiers often speak of a
prospective war to break out soon. 

Al-Houthi stated that he has written
such a letter since he is concerned
about bloodshed and the country’s
security and stability, but added, “We
are obliged to defend ourselves
against any assaults by the army.” 

Regarding behaviors believed to
instigate a new war, tribal sources
noted that an extremist Salafi cleric,
named Askar Zuail, who works as
Office Manger for Gen. Ali Mohsen
Al-Ahmar, Commander of the
Northwestern Military Flank, labeled
Houthi followers as disbelievers while
giving a sermon in one of the local
mosques on Friday. The preacher said
that Houthi loyalists are affiliated with
the Shiite Ja’afari sect, adding that
“the authorities will never negotiate
with them.”

The same sources reported that
Zuail is leading Salafi groups that sup-
port the army in its fight with Houthis,
and during the past few months he
began to instigate people against
Houthis and their Shiite sect in his
Friday sermons.

Continued from page 1

Anwar A. Fadhel



II
ndubitably, he was no ordi-
nary man. His cortege was
attended last week by more
than one million Yemenis. A
public congregation with

record enormity, a humble attitude
of gratitude on the part of the
Yemeni people towards an eminent
national figure, late Sheikh
Abdullah bin Hussein Al-Ahmar.
What does his demise mean for
Yemenis? How much hard-to-fill
empty space is left by him? Could
we ever cement the cracks his death
on the wall of Yemeni tribe and pol-
itics?

The observers of the Yemeni situ-
ation almost agree unanimously that
that the demise of Sheikh Abdullah
bin Hussein Al-Ahmar in such cir-
cumstances is an irreplaceable loss
not only for political forces in the
government and opposition but also
for the Yemeni people in general.
Some pundits claim that the greatest
loser of Al-Ahmar’s death is
President Saleh given the amount of
support he used to enjoy from the
late sheikh, while others believe that
the greatest losers is the opposition
and particularly the Islah Party. 

Sheikh Al-Ahmar goes off the
stage at the darkest, gloomiest and
most complicated times when
Saleh’s reign is beset with myriad
crises. The country is still heaving
under a cluster of chronic problems
caused by wrong policies that let
them build up their pressure over
years, and suddenly they all blasted
in the face of the authority. There is
an ongoing war in the North, and
political congestions in the South; in
between are tribes seeking to reset
their agendas, form new coalitions
and build new alliances. The tribes
have an eye on new social and polit-
ical roles to ensure current and
potential interests amidst a political
situation that seems to be sliding
into more crises and instability.
Moreover, the government-opposi-
tion political dialogue has reached
an impasse. What adds insult to
injury is the existing economic dis-
tress which overshadows the lives of
people and makes them disgruntled
and more likely to respond positive-
ly to the civil disobedience calls
from the Retirees movement in the
South.

Political Absence
Sheikh Al-Ahmar firstly did not
accept Saleh to be president. He had
preferred the governance to be
brought back to civilians. However,
he later changed his mind for two
reasons: the first one is that he was
keen to restore political stability to
the country and get rid of the distur-
bance that followed the murders of

presidents Al-Hamdi and Al-
Ghashmi; secondly, foreign parties
(particularly the Saudis) seemed to
back Saleh, something  unexpected
by sheikh Al-Ahmar. 

Later on, a strategic divergence
occurred between Al-Ahmar and

President Saleh, which the latter uti-
lized to strengthen his governance
and tighten his grip on power. In the
last three years, the relationship
between the two men took a new
turn as sheikh Al-Ahmar was mar-
ginalized by the authority and even
criticized in public. A single phrase
said by Al-Ahmar at an Islah confer-
ence where he described the country
as being led into a dark tunnel, was
enough to draw a
fierce impolite coun-
terattack from the
ruling General
People’s Congress
(GPC). This suggest-
ed that they got a
green light to attack
from the higher polit-
ical echelon. Another
sign was the GPC’s proposal for
biannual reelection of the
Parliament Speaker, a position held
by Al-Ahmar, signifying that they
could remove him whenever they
want. 

President Saleh has been in power
for about one third of a century and
has been able to some extent to tame
his tribal and political opponents.
Having gathered all tools of power
in his hand as the sole ruler of the
country, it seemed that President
Saleh no longer needed a strong man
like sheikh Abdullah to back him. 

Considering the above as a part of

the changes to the relationship of the
two men which sometimes relaxed,
we should also consider another key
change that interferes with the his-
torical relationship: the sheikh’s
sons. They quite recently have been
playing an oppositionist role against
the regime. They publicly posted
many labels on the regime such as
practice of exclusion, marginaliza-
tion, monopoly of power and
wealth, tendency towards the estab-
lishment of political inheritance, etc.

In this context, we could say that
gone are the days of strategic rela-
tionships between the president on
one hand and Al-Ahmar family and
party on the other. The thin thread
that used to keep that relationship
warm has broken. Moreover, even
while their father was alive, Hameed

and Hussein Al-Ahmar chose to take
their own ways to oppose Saleh’s
policies. Hameed’s way was through
the Islah Party and the Joint Meeting
Parties (JMP) while Hussein
through the tribal National
Solidarity Council (NSC) which
was established recently. Earlier, the
Islah Party had defined the shape of
their new relationship with the GPC
after the 2001 local elections when

they called it quits on
their strategic
alliance. Sheikh Al-
Ahmar remained the
only link between
the Islah and the
president. Although
it is unlikely that Al-
Ahmar’s death
would put an end to

the two side’s relationship, it cer-
tainly would weaken it further. We
should not forget that the 2006 elec-
tions slackened their bond and
widened the gap between them and
pitted them face-to-face on the ring
of competition and challenge. 

Politically speaking, the Islah
Party has lost their patron, someone
we could describe as a protective
wall or umbrella under which the
party was sheltered since its estab-
lishment. Although the Islah Party,
as its Secretary General claims, is
founded institutionally and is sup-
posed to have, by now, become for-

tified and empowered, it could not
have done without the help of sheikh
Abdullah Al-Ahmar. It is expected
in the days to come that the presi-
dent would be tougher with the
opposition and particularly the Islah
Party, especially if sheikh Hameed
Al-Ahmar keeps up his opposition-
ist attitude of last year’s elections.

Impact on tribe
Al-Ahmar had his reasons to stand
by president Saleh in the past and
ironically his sons have their own
reasons to challenge him today,
including monopoly of power and
wealth and succession, a point that
tops the list of differences between
the president and Al-Ahmar’s sons,
in addition to other corruption
issues. President Saleh is expected
to hasten to fill the tribal empty
space left by Al-Ahmar the father.
Although it is unlikely that Al-
Ahmar’s sons would be displaced as
Hashid Tribes’ leaders, rivals may
appear. This seems to be possible
given the death of two major Hashid
personalities: Abdullah Al-Ahmar
and Mujahid Abu Shawarib. On the
other hand, President Saleh is going
to establish a relationship with Sadiq
Al-Ahmar, the new sheikh of
Hashid.

Following its old trick of “divide
and rule,” the authority’s next objec-
tive will be to weaken Hashid Tribes
and create new chieftains rivaling
each other. The President will no
longer need strong tribal leaders that
limit his ambitions and prevent trib-
al insurgency. Strong chieftains do
not serve his interests while the
tribesmen can be dealt with through
strong state officials who enjoy
sheikh skills such as Ali Mohsen Al-
Ahmar who can employ the state’s
resources for attracting or deterring
them.

If they are preparing for the
future, Al-Ahmar family have no
option but to reintegrate into their
tribal community. Sheikh Hameed’s
latest call at his father’s funeral for
forging reconciliation among tribes
is a part of this reintegration. It
appears that there attempts to thwart
such an endeavor and create chaos
and disturbances especially with the
authority expecting that, after Al-
Ahmar’s death, many tribesmen
would renege on their loyalty
towards some parties for the sake of
their tribes.

The writer is the managing editor of
Al-Asima newspaper, and a special-
ist in Yemeni affairs. He is a member
of the political department at the
Islah political party’s execution
office. He is also an administrator at
the media section of the party.
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The demise of Sheikh Abdullah Al-Ahmar

Oman Oil Marketing Company part-
ners with Ba-Zarah

Oman Oil Marketing Company
launched on Thursday selling its oil
products in Yemen in partnership with
Nasir Company for Trade, one of Ba-
Zarah companies. 

In a ceremony of the launching,
Deputy Minister of Trade Iqbal Bahadir
highlighted trade cooperation and part-
nership between the Omani and Yemeni
companies. 

He said that the Yemeni market is
large and has capabilities to receive such
products, saying that success is based on
quality of the product and capability of
competition. 

For his part, the Omani ambassador
Abdullah al-Badi considered this coop-
eration as a result of the good political
and commercial ties between Yemen
and Oman, calling the two companies to
go ahead with further trade partnership. 

Executive director of the Omani com-
pany Omar Qatan expressed honor of
the company to have partnership with
this Yemeni company to distribute its
products. 

He said that the launching of the com-
pany for its activities in Yemen was a
new addition for the economic coopera-
tion between the two countries. 

Board Chairman of Nasir Company
Aidaros Ba-Zarah said that the product
of the Omani company will enable us to
compete in Yemeni markets as it has
good quality and meets modern interna-
tional standards.

Human Rights Association endorses
Palestinian Embassy’s statement
Democratic Awareness Development
and Human Rights Association
endorsed the press release issued by the
Palestinian embassy in Sana’a, calling
on people to stand against the daily tor-
ture, taking place in Israeli prisons. It
called on international human rights
organizations to take action especially
with respect to the latest report pub-
lished by a human rights organization in
Israeli exposing the violations and tor-
ture, taking place in Israeli prisons.

UN Human Rights Campaign
The internationally know group of
world leaders "The Elders", includingh
Nelson Mandela and Mary Robinson are
campaigning for the implementation of
the UN Declaration for Human Rights,
and are seeking to get 1 Billion signa-
tures from across the world in 2008.

"The Elders" web site is at
http://www.everyhumanhasrights.org/    

You can sign the UN declaration and
help them to reach this target. 

Yemen LNG Secures Itself With
ESET NOD32

ADAOX Middle East, the regional busi-
ness development centre of ESET
NOD32 Antivirus, today announced that
Yemen LNG Company has joined the
increasing number of companies in the
Middle East that are now relying on
ESET NOD32 to protect their comput-
ers and network from threats such as
viruses, spyware, malware and other
emerging online threats. ESET NOD32
antivirus software is renowned for its
advanced heuristics technology in threat
detection and is today the fastest and the
lightest antivirus product available in
the market.

The deployment of ESET NOD32 at
Yemen LNG Company was a seamless
process with no network slowdown or
downtime. Yemen LNG now centrally
manages the ESET NOD32 software,
which automatically updates end-user
devices without impacting performance
and offers the highest level of proactive
protection that stops new forms of mal-
ware before impacting the network.
Since the award-winning software was
implemented, the company has been
able to avert more web based threats
than they were able to previously with
their old antivirus system from another
vendor. 

“ESET NOD32 has facilitated reli-

able network performance and hasn’t
had any adverse impact on our business
processes. Since we replaced our previ-
ous antivirus solution with ESET
NOD32, we have been able to detect
and quarantine many viruses that the
previous antivirus did not even detect.
We would recommend ESET NOD32
highly to companies that are looking for
an efficient and highly effective
antivirus solution,” Mr. Ron Breakwell,
Information Systems and Telecoms
Manager of Yemen LNG Company said.

The supply of ESET NOD32 at
Yemen LNG was carried out by
Smartnet, a leading name in IT services
in Yemen and a reseller for ESET’s
security products. “Yemen LNG evalu-
ated a number of security solutions and
found ESET NOD32 to be a perfect fit
for their requirements. We are thrilled
that ESET NOD32 is in great demand
with our customers in this region. More
companies are now recognizing the fact
that installing just any antivirus product
is not enough but they need products
such as ESET NOD32 which provides
them proactive threat detection technol-
ogy and does not consume significant
computing resources,” said Mr. Khaled
Shamsan of Smartnet. 

ESET says that its research indicates
that consumers and businesses are look-
ing for maximum protection, low sys-
tem requirements, accurate results and
fast scanning speeds.  They don’t want
solutions that slow down their comput-
ers and affect routine business applica-

tions. 
Mr. Neo Neophytou, Managing

Director of ADAOX Middle East said,
“We are proud and happy that Yemen
LNG, a leading name in Yemen, has
chosen ESET NOD32 over other securi-
ty products. ESET NOD32 is favored by
many leading companies in the region as
the antivirus product of choice because
other competing products are more
demanding in terms of CPU resources
and are also relatively slower in scan-
ning.  We are quite confident that Yemen
LNG will reap the many rewards of
deploying ESET NOD32, including
time and cost benefits.”

Yemenia signs agreement to re-build,
restructure Djibouti Airlines 

Yemen Airways signed on Wednesday
an agreement with the Djibouti Airlines
to rebuild and restructure the Djibouti
Airlines, the National Carrier of
Djibouti. 

The agreement was signed by Broad
Chairman of Al-Yemenia Abdul-Khaliq
al-Qadi and Board Chairman of the
Djibouti Airlines Mosa Waberi. 

It stipulates that the Yemenia is
responsible for renovating and develop-
ing the eight aeroplanes of the Djibouti
Airlines to meet the required conditions
as a national career and member in the

International Air Transport Association
(IATA). 

Broad Chairman of Yemen Airways
clarified that this agreement is to raise
and upgrade services of the Djibouti
Airlines, specially in the technical and
operational sides as the Yemenia has a
long experience in this regard. 

He added that Yemen would send a
team under the agreement to Djibouti to
assess the needs of the Djibouti Airlines
and prepare a program to develop
Djibouti's airways operator to become a
competitor in the region. 

During the meeting, Al-Qadi said this
agreement comes after the Djibouti
Airlines revealed that it has a number of
foreign investors to raise its capital and
also as a result of the fruitful coopera-
tion between the two countries. 

For his part, Djibouti Airlines Board
Chairman pointed out that the signed
agreement is to provide Djibouti with
modern and new planes required to
operate according to the IATA policy,
affirming that the agreement states hold-
ing joint flights between the two sides to
cover European, Asian or African flights
schedules. 

He praised the latest developments
and achievements of the Yemen
Airways at the regional and internation-
al level. 

Waberi also pointed out that investors
from Yemen, Emirates and Djibouti
would provide $12 million, as a first
stage, for the operational and structural
works of the Djibouti Airlines.
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By: Abdulrazak Al-Buraihi

For Yemen Times

MM
ahri women enjoy

high prestige

among the Mahrah

community, which

is what gives them

a strong personality with very unique

customs and traditions among most

Yemeni women.

The Mahri woman has been granted

the opportunity to thoroughly domi-

nate the family, as she’s the decision-

maker, the supervisor of family issues

and the mastermind behind daily life,

even in her husband’s presence. Her

charisma and strong prestigious posi-

tion within the family gives Mahri

women the responsibility for family

matters both inside and outside the

home.

Located in eastern Yemen, Al-

Mahrah governorate is the exception

among the nation’s governorates,

attributed to numerous factors con-

cerning Al-Mahrah’s various charac-

teristics that shape its own privacy.

With its own unique environment and

terrain, the governorate also has spe-

cial customs, traditions and human

activity in various domains.

Women replacing men

In Al-Mahrah governorate, it’s cus-

tomary for a woman to replace man

when the latter is absent. It’s also com-

mon that most Al-Mahrah locals are

immigrants; therefore, one often finds

the house free of men, but regardless,

family matters go on as normal.

Women efficiently manage the fami-

ly’s affairs inside and out, to the extent

that they receive guests and their hus-

band’s relatives, serving them warmly.

Haisah Bakheet, chairwoman of the

Yemeni Women’s Union in Al-

Mahrah, asserts that women in Al-

Mahrah mostly are stronger than men,

attributing this to the nature of

women’s work. As she points out,

“Mahri women not only are house-

wives, but also mothers, sisters and

housekeepers.

“Like Yemeni women in other gov-

ernorates, they have aspirations. They

desire to be men’s partners in various

domains, they aspire to rise to higher

positions and to be as civilized as

other more developed communities,”

she says.

Dowries are a complicated problem

Expensive bridal dowries are a daunt-

ing problem about which most Mahri

parents and both male and female

youths complain. Nevertheless, no

solutions have been found yet regard-

ing this rampant phenomenon.

Dowries sometimes are exorbitant,

skyrocketing to between YR 3 and 4

million, unlike in other governorates.

Such high dowries aren’t caused by

a shortage of brides, but rather because

of deeply-rooted customs within Al-

Mahrah’s community. A bride’s father

is entitled to set his daughter’s dowry,

regardless of the groom's circum-

stances.

“Most Mahri women complain

about the expensive dowries, for

which one reason is price hikes.

Youths are unable to pay YR 3-4 mil-

lion for the dowry, gold and the costly

open-ended hospitality,” shares

Husniyah Arafat, head of the Women’s

Development Department in Al-

Mahrah.

Unfair conditions

Su’ad Abdulmalik says, “The Mahri

community still has the complicated

problem of finding wives with reason-

able dowries, which I attribute to the

fact that the community depicts Mahri

women as strong individuals, thus

causing dowries to increase to an unaf-

fordable amount. This is what makes

our area youths indebted, bringing

them work hardships and causing

them to migrate abroad to find suitable

jobs in order to pay such dowries.”

She further argues that the difficulty

of marrying in Al-Mahrah governorate

isn’t limited to high dowries, but

involves other social norms and wed-

ding rituals that add unbearable bur-

dens upon grooms. Such issues make

marriage impossible.

Mahri grooms must provide and fur-

nish a self-contained apartment, in

addition to organizing weeklong wed-

ding festivities, at which sumptuous

meals are served day and night for

locals from the same area.

Secret qat chewing

As most residents of Al-Mahrah have

no desire to chew qat, the governorate

has few qat chewers and those who do

chew secretly. Because it’s considered

shameful for women to chew qat,

Mahri women are never seen or heard

to chew qat, to the extent that they

even prevent their husbands and sons

from chewing inside the home! For

this reason, Mahri men chew qat in

women-free homes, at hotels or in

public places.

In fact, if a Mahri fiancée discovers

that her intended chews qat, backed by

her family, she immediately breaks off

their engagement, as if he had com-

mitted some uncontroversial outrage.

In an attempt to address the qat

issue with some local women, when

asked whether Mahri women chew it,

one woman promptly responded that

qat is disgraceful and prohibited for

women.

While the governorate doesn’t grow

qat, it is available in every area, but

mostly in cities. It is transported to Al-

Mahrah from other governorates such

as Sana’a, Rada’ and Al-Dhale’.

Because qat has begun to be sold

there only within the past few years,

there are few qat chewers in Al-

Mahrah. Notwithstanding this, some

Mahri markets are designated specifi-

cally for selling qat and such markets

are busy all day long with qat chewers

visiting them frequently.

Calmness and simplicity of life

Al-Mahrah residents seek to lead calm

and simple lives. Preferring to follow

discipline and the law, they demand

improved services and living stan-

dards, an additional feature of the

area’s locals. Although they live such

a way of life, it should be understood

that this part of Yemen still has per-

sistence and its own aspirations.

Migration is an old habit

Most customs of Al-Mahrah locals

closely resemble those of Gulf coun-

tries because most of its locals are

migrants living in such countries.

Additionally, Mahri women have

much in common with those from the

Gulf, especially those in the area of

Hawf, which borders Oman.

A transnational road crosses the

area, connecting Yemen with the Gulf

nations. Gulf residents, particularly

Omanis, use this road to exchange vis-

its with Al-Mahrah locals.

For these reasons, those who visit

the governorate discover a remarkable

resemblance between the appearance

of Mahri women and those in the Gulf.

For instance, both wear the burqa, that

covers a woman’s face.

Another similarity is observed when

such area residents greet each other

face-to-face, during which they stand

close with their noses gently touching,

an age-old custom still used by

nomads both inside and outside of

Yemen.

As a result of this strong relation-

ship between Mahris and Gulf resi-

dents, the streets of the governorate’s

capital city of Al-Ghaidha and its other

cities are crowded with cars from the

Gulf. Some vehicles with Gulf license

plates operate as taxis in the gover-

norate, with 70 percent of Al-Mahrah’s

total cars being numbered.

Ancient bonds

Mahris and Omanis enjoy strong

bonds of affection and a good-neigh-

bor policy going back many years;

thus, the homes of each are easily

accessible to both sides.

Lying at its fingertips, Oman has

offered Al-Mahrah a helping hand by

implementing several infrastructure

projects there. However, as the

Omani-built hospital in Al-Ghaidha is

able to treat only curable diseases,

most patients with incurable diseases

are transported three hours away to

Oman.

A marvelous language

Al-Mahris have numerous customs

and traditions that definitely make

them special, including a marvelously

unique language known as Mahri.

Besides Arabic, area residents use this

language to communicate with each

other.

As Mahri is purported to be the old-

est language on the Arabian Peninsula,

historically speaking and looking at

the issue from a heritage standpoint,

the Mahri language is a marvel of civ-

ilization by which the area is charac-

terized.

Moreover, archeologists, historians

and linguists specialized in ancient

Yemeni languages argue that the cur-

rent Mahri language is the same lan-

guage spoken during the Himyarite

state.

Surprisingly, numerous elderly

Mahris did not attend school and

therefore, are not fluent in the collo-

quial dialect. Instead, they speak bro-

ken Arabic. Although it’s not written

down like other languages, area resi-

dents hold onto their language tena-

ciously because they love it.

Varied customs

In interviews with Mahri locals, hon-

esty, generosity, hospitality, good

treatment of strangers and a love of

peace were observed as their particular

features. In fact, in ancient times, trav-

elers passing through Al-Mahrah

needed no money or food, as locals

provided them everything.

Additionally, mosque extensions and

attachments also were constructed pri-

marily for guests.

It’s also common for Mahris to

cooperate with each other in preparing

for wedding parties by serving meals

and supporting the poor and needy.

Further, tribes in the area attempt to

speed up the alleviation of pain and

sorrow.

Additionally, Mahris are decent and

well-mannered to the extent that one is

hard-pressed to find dishonest or

guilty individuals that deviate to com-

mit rape or violate other social or legal

norms because they all fear bringing

shame, vice or disgrace upon their

tribe. They further maintain their

social solidarity by visiting each other.

Area overview

Considered Yemen’s eastern window

to the Gulf, Al-Mahrah governorate

borders Oman to the east and Saudi

Arabia to the north. To the south, it

overlooks the Arabian Sea and borders

the Hadramout on the west.

The governorate’s area is 67,300

square meters for its 89,000 residents,

its lowest population, according to the

2004 census.

Most reside in its coastal cities, par-

ticularly Dimqut, Al-Ghaidha, Hawf,

Qashn and Saihout. With its nine dis-

tricts including the capital city of Al-

Ghaidha, Neshtoon is its most impor-

tant and historically famed port for

catching and exporting fish.

Additionally, the area is famous for

cultivating eucalyptus trees, as well as

producing and trading incense. With

250 kilometers of coastline, it tops the

other governorates in its abundance of

fish and sea resources, while its

numerous archeological and tourist

sites, located mainly in the areas of Al-

Ghaidha, Hawf, Qashn, and Saihout,

contain streams and springs.

Desert and plains areas also domi-

nate the governorate, which is hot in

summer and moderate in winter.

While its infrastructure remains in

its infancy, it improves annually. For

example, compared to the 1980s, Al-

Mahrah is now much better.

Nevertheless, it still lacks a complete

structure regarding all its spheres of

infrastructure; however, its project-

related aspirations and plans are a

good omen, as everyone is working

diligently to develop the Yemeni gov-

ernorate and enable it to compete with

the others.

Al-Mahrah: A unique world of customs and traditions

Nashtoon beach in Al-Mahrah
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By: Abdu Saif Al-Qasli 

TT
he statements, written

by Usama Ghalib,

Chief Editor of Al-

Nass Weekly on the

last page of the paper

indicating that God has exempted

the weak, handicapped, ailing,

blind and lame people from jihad,

implied an applicable connotation

to government of the General

People Congress. However, the rul-

ing party and its government don’t

exempt the handicapped

from taking to streets for

the sake of Mr. President

and backing its most recent

initiative, aimed at replac-

ing the parliamentary sys-

tem by a presidential one. 

The editor’s statements

have a wider echo in the

sense of sarcasm and irony

among journalists, who

attended a sit-in organized

by Women Journalists

Without Chains more than

two weeks ago. That day

was Tuesday. But, the

event coincided with hand-

icapped people going to the

Square of Liberty before

journalists did, thereby

joining a demonstration

backing the most recent

initiative made by

President Ali Abdullah

Saleh. 

I personally believe that

the demonstration of the

handicapped is something

normal, and there is noth-

ing strange in the GPC govern-

ment’s imposition of jihad on the

handicapped to struggle for the

sake of Mr. President. The

Almighty did exempt the handi-

capped from going to jihad for his

sake, but the ruling party, as

apposed to the Almighty’s will,

forces the handicapped, as well as

the dead to vote for its favor in any

election. 

I bet on the authenticity of my

words, particularly as my col-

leagues did see that almost all those

who joined a demonstration in sup-

port of Mr. President’s initiative are

handicapped. Via my observations,

along with other colleagues, we

found that one of the demonstrators

saying to a friend, who was sitting

on the wheelchair, in a manner

combining between sarcasm and

irony, “Lets back Mr. President’s

initiative.”  Another demonstrator

responded with a smile implying

that he pretends to be handicapped,

however, he enjoys good health. 

Had there been clashes and riot-

ing during the demonstration

exposing the physically-handi-

capped people to danger, all would

have jumped from their wheel-

chairs and fled like the deer. 

Sitting on the wheelchair, a third

demonstrator asked his neighbor-

ing friend, “How much will the

government pay us for joining the

demonstration since the early

morning up until now?”  

We also noticed that two handi-

capped girls were walking with

regular steps and at the same time

smiling. This behavior confirms

that both girls have been trained at

one of the women police camps on

how to behave as if they are handi-

capped, however, their laughter

implies that they are actors and not

handicapped. 

Some of the buses, owned by the

Handicapped Association, arrived

at the demonstration scene without

any passengers aboard while other

coaches were filled with girls, who

appeared to have been forced by

the authorities to leave their

schools and join the march. These

girls preferred to stay inside the

coaches because they can not mas-

ter the art of behaving as handi-

capped. 

Speakers at the handicap demon-

stration were trembling while

addressing participants. Instead of

calling the demonstration venue

“Square of Liberty” as chanted by

their friends, they used to call it

“Square of Liberty” as named by

journalists. 

In conclusion, I hoped that the

woman journalist Tawakul

Karaman selected any day other

than Tuesday for sit-ins or protests

organized by its organization,

Women Journalists Without

Chains. 

Source: Al-Nass Weekly.
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very year, the Yemen Times chooses an
individual to receive its Person of the Year
award in recognition of his or her efforts.
The criteria are that the person should be
successful in his or her personal life, as

well as done something substantial for his or her com-
munity, even if on a small scale.

The 2007 Person of the Year is Member of
Parliament Ahmed Saif Hashed. A member of
Parliament’s Human Rights Committee, he has estab-
lished an organization called Change, which seeks to
defend human rights in Yemen. He also is publisher of
Al-Mustaqila newspaper and a member of a civil soci-
ety coalition called Itilaf.

Hashed is one of few Yemeni advocates who were
quite active throughout 2007 in defending human
rights, being subjected to various abuses and harass-
ments as a consequence.

As a lawyer and military college graduate, Hashed
knows the inner workings of the system, which helps
him in human rights battles against influential individ-
uals or dictatorial authorities.

The author of much research, he currently is working
on a book about the simple minded in Yemen. It is an
analytical publication including interviews with every-
day Yemenis.

We believe that by recognizing Hashed’s efforts and
achievements in human rights, we are playing a role in
promoting the cause of freedoms in Yemen.

Our choice this year is an attempt to draw national
and international attention to this activist who, despite
being a member of Parliament, is being harassed con-
tinuously by the authorities and those individuals
opposing freedom and human rights.

His mission to advocate freedoms in Yemen is in line
with the Yemen Times’ own mission. As we highlight
his character, we would like to lobby both national and
international support to assist us in this cause.

In these turbulent times, many brave men and
women have left our nation, abandoned the cause or
died for it. This is why we should recognize and appre-
ciate the few who still are trying.

Nadia Al-Sakkaf

2007 Person 
of the Year

One of the key differences

between a dictatorship and a

democratic system is the

role of the media in general,

and that of the official media,

in particular. If those

individuals in charge of the

media feel they are more

responsible towards the

public than towards the

politicians, and perform their

job on that basis, then that is

a sign of a democratic

structure.

Prof. Abdulaziz Al-Saqqaf,

(1951 - 1999)

Founder of Yemen Times
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By: Dr. Samia Al-Aghbari 

TT
he majority of youths

and teenage boys and

girls suffer idleness.

They constituted an

idle group that has no

institution or organization to rescue

them from their miserable situa-

tions. Idle and jobless people are

realized in every small and large

family irrespective of parents’ and

other family members’ being edu-

cated or illiterate, poor or wealthy. 

Idleness has become a prominent

phenomenon in our community as

jobless people are looked at by sev-

eral families normally without any

need for trouble. What the cause of

being jobless is. Why teenage peo-

ple and youths, pondered upon as

pillars of the future in our country,

are staying at home without any

work to do. Why did these youths

and teenagers waste their time and

what are the consequences of wast-

ing time? How can we rescue these

youths and teenagers from the

blight of being workless and help

them make use of their time in a

profitable and useful manner? 

Of the most important factors

that lead youths and teenagers in

our country to be stranded idle

inside their homes without any job

are the means of upbringing in the

family climate, as most of the

Yemeni families never care for

acclimatizing their kids with organ-

izing and making use of their times

at an early age. Families are per-

ceived to be carefree toward their

children and don’t care for modify-

ing their behaviors and taking them

to the right way. 

Families’ being indifferent

toward modifying their kids’

behavior is one of the primary rea-

sons behind the phenomenon of

idleness among youths while the

school’s negative role helps exacer-

bate the phenomenon. Most of the

primary and secondary schools

don’t play an integral educational

role to increase student’s awareness

about exploiting their times, nor do

these schools care for discovering

talented and more able kids in order

to encourage them and develop

their skills. 

Although the Yemeni govern-

ment, represented by the agencies,

corporations and ministries, con-

cerned with teenagers and youths

from both sexes, organize summer

camps and cultural and sporting

activities, most of the youths and

teenagers refrain from participating

in these activities, as they have no

enough money or their parents pre-

vent them from doing so. 

Lack of awareness among fami-

lies about helping their kids to

make use of their times is one of the

main factors behind the phenome-

non. As a result, many teenagers

and youths spend their time sleep-

ing until noon everyday, particular-

ly during their summer vacation.

They stay up overnight before the

television screens and computers,

and therefore add an extra burden

on their parents and families. These

youths never make use of their

days. They remain dependent on

their parents to provide them with

livelihood as if they are residing in

five-star hotels. 

I wish I know that these youths

value the various services, includ-

ing food, dresses and other daily

expenses, which their parents offer

them. Sometimes, we see that par-

ents give their idle sons money for

qat and cigarette, which is why

most of these youths and teenagers,

particularly the males, grow into

tyrants exercising power on their

fathers, moths and sisters. 

Teenagers and youths become

idle from productive and lucrative

works, empty-minded and disabled.

They do not become capable of

thinking properly and logically, nor

are they eligible run their families’

affairs. Many youths and teenagers

don’t feel ashamed when they ask

their mothers or sisters to give them

pocket money for qat and cigarette.

In event their mothers or sisters

refuse to give them any money,

they threaten to resort to violence

against them and prevent them

from going out their homes. And, if

their fathers refuse to give them

pocket money, they resort to steal

away any money belonging to their

parents or sisters. Finding no

money for qat and cigarette, many

youths and teenagers prefer to flee

their homes and sleep with their

peers, thereby forcing their parents

to search for them and ask them to

return home on condition of pro-

viding with pocket money. In this

case, parents find themselves com-

pelled to agree and meet any

demands listed by their kids. 

Families nationwide are advised

to give top priority to resolving the

phenomenon of joblessness among

youths, and it is impossible for kids

to get rid of idleness as long as par-

ents and heads of households spend

much of their time doing nothing. 

Organizing time and respecting

work, be it physical or mental, is

the basic means for educating our

kids and teaching them how to be

more enthusiastic for exploiting

their times and opportunities.

Schools and other educational insti-

tutions are expected to play a com-

plementary role to that of families

in this respect. Discovering and

developing teenagers’ talents and

skills in any major is due to con-

tribute to ending the phenomenon

of joblessness and make teenagers

engaged in profitable and joyful

works. 

Source: Al-Thawra State-run Daily.
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understand it is not the end of life.

It is, however, certain the death of

Sheikh Abdullah al-Ahmer,

speaker of parliament and chief of

Hashid, Yemen’s biggest tribe, will

generate some challenges at different

levels.  His death will affect the regime of

President Saleh for Al-Ahmer used to play

an instrumental role in shaping up the

relationship between the tribal fabric and

state. 

Due to his popularity and influence

among the tribes across the country, al-Ahmer used to offer solutions to

the problems here and there and are sometimes of serious threat to

Saleh’s regime. He was a great support to the man despite his rejection

that a military man takes over power in 1978. He had to accept Saleh as

a president following Saudi pressure. He used his strong relationship

with the Gulf countries, mainly Saudi Arabia in cementing gaps and

sorting out differences with the regime of Saleh every now and then,

particularly before the two countries signed border treaty in 2000.

He played a pivotal role in attaining this agreement with the Saudis

and orchestrated efforts to normalize relationship with Kuwait

following Yemen’s government support to the regime of Saddam during

his invasion to Kuwait. Al-Ahmer was the only politician who signed

the Oath and Agreement Accord following the political crisis in 1993 on

condition that former vice president Ali Salem al-Beidh returns to

Sana’a from Amman and not to Aden. He stood by Saleh during the

1994 civil war and mobilized public support to the fight against the

socialists. There are other occasions that show he is a big loss to Saleh’s

regime.   

I understand also that his tribe Hashid will miss his wisdom,

sobriety,, insight, devotion and loyalty.  The man was a gigantic fighter

for preserving the tribal mores and their influence in the life of the

Yemeni people at large. He served long years in the parliamentary

work. However, he used to run the parliament in the morning and goes

home in the afternoon to sort out problems between tribesmen

according to the tribal system. His role and the role of the tribe in the

state was marginalized during the office of President Ibrahim al-Hamdi

who was assassinated in 1977.Yet, his influence expanded during the

reign of Saleh, unleashing the dominance of the tribe over state

institutions. 

Therefore, al-Ahmer was an instrumental figure in maintaining the

unity and togetherness of his tribe and its presence at the power center.

In fact, he was one of the key reasons that facilitated the continuity of

the tribal system in the country and pushed for its strong presence in the

life of the people. His popularity was reflected in the big funeral in

which hundred thousands of people crowded to bid him farewell.  His

elder son Sadeq has been already acknowledged as a new leader of the

tribe. However, does he have the charisma of his father and influence to

attain the loyalty of his people as well as preserve its unity and power?  

The most important issue is the relationship between his sons and the

president. His elder son is not in bad terms with the president like his

brothers Hamid and Hussein who strongly opposed Saleh during 2006

presidential elections. The two people have been very vocal in lashing

out at Saleh and his administration to the extent of demanding a public

uprising against his regime. Will Saleh be able to tame his relationship

with the young motivated and influential persons who have the

ambition and nerve for power, resulting in a compromise that ensures

their influence and power both at the tribal and state levels? Otherwise,

will they continue their challenge to the man and cripple his tactics in

transferring power to his son? This is why the post-Ahmer era poses

serious challenges standing ahead Saleh’s regime in 2008 which is

already pregnant with pending challenges including the uprising in the

south and the deadlocked dialogue between the ruling party and the

opposition coalition over constitutional amendments and other issues in

the offing.    

Happy New Year. 

Dr. Mohammed Al-Qadhi (mhalqadhi@hotmail.com) is a Yemeni

journalist and columnist.

By: Dr. Mohammed

Al-Qadhi

Post-Ahmer challenges

Jobless in abundance

Handicapped authority 
in the Square of Liberty

How to discover

Weapons of Mass

Destruction 
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Al-Thawri Weekly, Mouthpiece of

the Yemeni Socialist Party 

Thursday, January 3, 2008 

Top Stories 

- YSP mourns Ba Shammakh’s death,

condemns Bhuto’s assassination 

- Sana’a University teaching staff

demands security officers be

replaced 

- Government updates military cam-

paign in Shara’ab district of Taiz,

citizens horrified

- Arab and Muslim nations lose

Yemen’s wise man, Sheikh Al-

Ahmar 

- Islamic leaders and organizations

mourns demise of Sheikh Al-Ahmar

- YSP leader: Absence of political will

made ruling party unready for dia-

logue 

Dr. Mohammed Saleh Ali, Chairman

of Yemeni Socialist Party’s Political

Circle declared that absence of the

political will on the part of ruling

General People Congress made this

party unready for the dialogue, as well

as unconvinced of any fruits expected

to be reached by such a dialogue, the

YSP-affiliated weekly reported in one

of its front page articles. “We have

never seen any serous and unified

political will for ruling party to be

reflected in its positions of the dia-

logue. As a result, we found no quali-

fied GPC members to dialogue with,

considering GPC a national partner

with credibility and enough will to

manage balanced and serious dialogue

with the aim of addressing all the

national issues presented to the dia-

logue table,” the weekly quoted Ali as

saying. 

The YSP leader added that GPC offi-

cials must be brave enough to take

brave decisions regarding the persist-

ing political and social issues. He

urged the ruling party to cease insult-

ing and humiliating the dialogue,

which functions as an effective tool for

managing differences between politi-

cal opponents in Yemen, mainly when

the issues presented to the dialogue

table are very important and of high

concern to all the national parties.

There are various issues presented to

the dialogue table for discussion such

as the constitutional amendments relat-

ed with electoral suffrages. 

According to Ali, any dialogue has

criteria and morals that must not sub-

mit to the ruling party’s will and desire

in a way helping it select any agree-

ment terms to abide by and ignore oth-

ers. He concluded that such ruling

party’s policies make the dialogue lose

its significance and vitality. 

Al-Wahdawi Weekly, Mouthpiece of

the Nasserite Unionist Popular

Organization (NUPO)

Tuesday, January 1, 2008 

Top Stories 

- Over one million people attend

funeral services of Parliament

Speaker 

- JMP: Yemen lost a great personality

that contributed much to defending

Revolution 

- Four people reportedly killed in an

arm market blast 

- Indian universities begin to take pro-

cedures preventing Yemeni students

from attending classes over intuition

fees held-up 

- JMP laments loss of great leader 

- Sana’a Airport authorities attack pil-

grims’ recipients 

Happiness has turned into rage on

the part of those anxiously waiting to

receive their relative pilgrims at the

Sana’a International Airport as the air-

port officers attacked them several and

beat them with sticks and jiggles, the

NUPO’s mouthpiece reported in a

front page story. It quoted eyewitness-

es as saying that Central Security per-

sonnel barbarically beat persons wait-

ing for their relative pilgrims and

pointed their pistols at them at 2 a.m.

because of their protests against

favoritism exercised by police officers

who allowed four recipients to wait for

their relatives inside the arrival room

but prevented others from entering the

room. 

The paper went on to say that the

victims complained that the security

officers at the airport tried more than

one time to enrage them and take them

implicitly to quarrel, using ugly

expressions and badmouthing, as well

as directing sticks at their heads.

Another eyewitness also revealed that

the police officers insulted a Yemeni

Jewish citizen, who was lining up

among the recipients and drove him

away from the airport’s gate as he

attempted to inquire them about the

time of the flight’s arrival. 

According to the weekly, the Jewish

citizen was subjected to badmouthing

and slandering by the gate officer, who

said, “A Jew with his girdle came.

Underdog… move away,” pointing the

stick at his face. Unless the Jewish was

wise enough to leave silently without

any reaction, he would certainly quar-

rel and clash with the stupid officers.

The eyewitnesses expressed concern

over the intimidation of an 8-year-old

child by police. Horrified by the

police’s behavior, the child ran away

toward his mother who was standing at

the gate of the Arrival Hall.  

26 September.net, run by the Yemeni

Army’s Moral Guidance

Department 

Saturday, January 5, 2008

Top Stories 

- President Saleh discusses with assis-

tants and advisors many issues of

concern to the nation 

- Higher Education Ministry to begin

implementing National Strategy for

Childhood and Youth 

- Minister of Expatriates’ Affairs:

Unrest in Kenya has no influence on

Yemeni community members

- Consultative Meeting between

Yemen and international donors

scheduled for coming February 

The website reported that the

Ministry of Planning and International

Cooperation began the preparations to

host the second consultative meeting

of international donors to Yemen in

Sanaa next February. It quoted well-

informed sources as saying that during

the meeting, senior Yemeni govern-

ment officials and donors will discuss

the implementation of the international

donor’s pledges that they made during

and after the conference of internation-

al donors, which took place in London

last year.

The second consultative meeting

will also discuss the implementation of

the third five-year plan for economic

and social development and their

financial commitments, in addition to

reviewing the steps taken by the

Yemeni government in the field of

financial and administrative reforms. 

The sources said that Yemen and

donors will review a detailed report on

the level of progress in the allocation

of the donor’s pledges to Yemen,

which was held in London in

November 2006, as well as after the

conference, with a view to adopt a

number of steps that contribute to

speeding up the other financial

pledges. Yemen hosted the first consul-

tative meeting between the Yemeni

government and donors in June 2007.

Al-Methaq Weekly, Mouthpiece of

the General People Congress (Ruling

Party)

Monday, December 31, 2007 

Top Stories:

- President Saleh receives condolence

cables over demise of Parliament

Speaker Sheikh Abdullah Al-Ahmar 

- Hundreds of thousands of Yemeni

people pay homage to deceased

Speaker

- Government allocates YR 614 bil-

lion for 2008 investment program 

- President Saleh and his Syrian coun-

terpart discuss international and

regional developments

- Yemen Sons’ League backs consti-

tuting election commission from

judges 

- Presidential plane transports corpse

of Sheikh Abdullah Al-Ahmar 

- Prime Minister stresses Tenders

Committee’s responsibility and role

in fighting corruption

The ruling party’s mouthpiece

reported that Prime Minister Ali

Mohammed Mujawar stressed on

Sunday the national responsibility and

power delegated to the Tenders

Committee’s members and chairman to

help them play an effective role in

enhancing government’s procedures

for fighting corruption. Mujawar con-

firmed his government’s backing and

support for the committee and its

efforts, aimed at applying the relevant

law and ensuring transparency and real

competition in all the government ten-

ders. 

During its meeting with Tenders

Committee’s chairman and members in

Sana’a Sunday, Mujawar said that law

and order must be the basic reference

for the committee in doing all the

duties required from it. He was quoted

as saying that the committee should

maximize use of such a reference while

performing its national duty, as well as

toughly confront any misconduct

aimed at violating the concerned laws

and independence of the committee. 

The Prime Minister highlighted sig-

nificance of the periodic change due to

be made by the Tender committee and

its affiliates in order to enhance integri-

ty and transparency in their business.

He indicated the oversight role to be

exerted by the committee and its staff

in precisely reviewing work of the

affiliate subcommittees throughout the

different stages of tender approval. In

addition, the meeting discussed the

committee’s moves toward reform as

part of the comprehensive reform

agenda, plus the necessity of trans-

parency and competition in applica-

tions for government tenders. It also

discussed other aspects of relevance to

approval of project proposals in vari-

ous development and service areas.
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DD
espite an expansion of
health services, studies
show that reproductive
health coverage in Yemen
is barely 68 percent.

One key factor responsible for such
suboptimal performance is the concen-
tration of reproductive coverage in
urban areas rather than in rural areas,
where more than 71 percent of Yemenis
reside.

A second factor undermining repro-
ductive health coverage in Yemen is
insufficient and incompetent mobile
health clinics and teams.

Launched in an effort to offer mater-
nity care and family planning services in
10 Yemeni governorates, initiatives have
been inadequate and have failed to yield
the desired results.

Due to lack of adequate facilities and
resources, mobile health clinics have
been able to offer coverage only to easi-
ly-accessible areas, thereby excluding
rugged terrain. Therefore, such health
initiatives have proven to be provisional
and hence can’t be considered an alter-
native to primary health services.

It’s well known that available obstet-
rical care significantly reduces both
maternal and infant mortality rates;
however, in the absence of such vital
services, pregnant women are 15 times
at risk of death during labor.

Unfortunately, half of Yemeni
women, particularly those in rural areas,
receive no parental health care; i.e., 30.8
percent of those living in urban centers
and 61.7 percent in rural areas.

According to the 2003 National
Family Health Survey, most maternal
deaths in Yemen occur in rural women
and account for 80 percent of all deaths
among Yemeni women, while the per-
centage of women with no access to pre-
natal care is estimated at 70 percent.

These figures may be attributed to the
fact that approximately 84 percent of all
Yemeni births occur at home without
skilled medical supervision.

As most deliveries occur at home,
those done in the absence of skilled
birthing attendants account for 82.2 per-
cent in rural areas and 59.5 percent in
urban areas.

Additionally, postnatal care is
extremely low, accounting for only 12.6
percent, as most Yemeni women neither
seek nor receive such care. Percentages
are even higher for rural women.

In line with the above, the 2003
Family Health Survey indicated that the
increase in home deliveries mainly is
attributed to the following: women’s
desire to give birth at home, the unavail-
ability of obstetric care, the high cost of
obstetric services and health facilities’
mistreatment of pregnant women.

Regarding maternal mortality, hemor-
rhaging was the main cause of death in
Yemen women, accounting for 39 per-
cent of total deaths, while obstructed
labor involved an estimated 23 percent.

To prevent such casualties, it’s impor-
tant that prenatal care be made available
in order to diagnose complicated cases
early and refer them to specialists. Even
more important is the availability of spe-
cialists and trained midwives capable of
treating and dealing with obstetrical
complications by providing emergency
obstetric services in such serious cases.
There’s nothing of this sort in Yemen’s
obstetric facilities.

Government health facilities essen-
tially are responsible for providing
reproductive health services. Health
centers can provide basic emergency
obstetrical services, whereas larger facil-
ities like hospitals offer patients compre-
hensive emergency obstetrical services.

Other reproductive health providers
include non-governmental organizations
and the private sector. However, the

problem is that the role of private health
organizations – such as the Yemen
Organization for Family Health Care –
remains rather limited, as their work
focuses more on family planning servic-
es rather than emergency obstetrical
services.

During the 1990s, private health facil-
ities witnessed great expansion as a
result of government health reform poli-
cies being initiated and espoused at that
time; however, due to absence of super-
vision and monitoring of such private
health services, information is lacking
regarding the level and type of services
offered there.

In the absence of strategic planning
and effective coordination between the
public and private health sectors, the lat-
ter concentrated in cities, specializing in
more complicated services and in high
financial revenues such as surgical oper-
ations.

While being a tough competitor to the

public sector, such action exacerbated
Yemen’s problem by concentrating
health facilities in urban areas and there-
by depriving rural areas of such services.

Assessment of obstetrical services

Obstetric care is very limited and poor in
quality, based on surveys regarding the
availability of such services conducted
in five Yemeni governorates with a total
population of approximately 6.9 million.

The surveyed governorates have only
11 health facilities offering comprehen-
sive emergency obstetric care and three
providing basic emergency obstetric
care, whereas according to international
standards, they should have at least 14
facilities for comprehensive emergency
care and 56 for basic care.

There also was extreme scarcity of
maternal and neonatal (newborn infant)
health care in the governorates sur-
veyed.

Additionally, only 18 percent of births

occur under the assistance of skilled
birthing attendants and less than 10 per-
cent of women with obstetrical compli-

cations receive emergency obstetrical
care, while the rate of Caesarean sec-
tions is barely 0.6 percent, although it
supposedly involves one in every five to
15 births.

Most hospitals in those areas sur-
veyed don’t have an ambulance or any
means of referring those women with
obstetrical compilations to specialized
health facilities; instead, patients’ fami-
lies mostly are responsible for arranging
their own transportation in such emer-
gency cases.

Limited access to health care is made
even harder and more complicated by
Yemeni citizens’ dire economic circum-
stances, especially those living in rural
areas.

Other factors influence the demand
for and use of reproductive health serv-
ices by Yemeni women and families; for
example, there are economic factors,
including the high costs of treatment and
medication.

According to an other  study conduct-
ed in five governorates, a large propor-
tion of health officials and local council
representatives only heard about the
decree, with few receiving actual copies
of it. The same is true of the public, as
most women and adolescents frequent-
ing health centers had no idea about the
decree.

Reproductive health services idle in rural areas

Maintenance Planner # 0063

Job Duties:
a. Plans and coordinates manpower and equipment/materials required for routine 

maintenance work and major maintenance projects.  Includes collecting and 
analyzing equipment maintenance data and manufacturers’ manuals to establish 
equipment maintenance schedules.   Refers to P+ID to plan for maintenance 
work, isolates appropriate area for work, plans for equipment shut down and 
coordinates all maintenance requests related to that area, to minimize production 
loss.  Consults with Foremen to determine scope of job and estimates the 
materials, tools and manpower deployment required for the job.

b. Generates daily work schedule.  Includes attending daily planning meetings with 
functional Superintendents and Foremen, and other departments as required, to 
review and plan for maintenance work order requests.   

c. Administers the maintenance management computer system (MMS).  Includes 
entering data and generating reports and historical data for analyzing 
performance statistics and trends.  Oversees the Administrative Clerk in entering 
the daily timesheet data into MMS.  Generates time-keeping and man-hour 
reports.

d. Generates weekly and monthly reports to management.  Reports, such as 
Maintenance Volume and Efficiency Report, are distributed to Operations 
Manager and other departments.

e. Ensures that maintenance work progress is updated and on schedule.  Includes 
updating the MMS with job status information obtained from Foremen.  Advises 
supervisor of projects that are off-track.

f. Carries out other similar or related duties such as creating and maintaining 
spreadsheets to produce statistics/charts for specific maintenance activities.

Minimum Requirements:

1. Bachelor’s degree, preferably in engineering discipline. 

2. 6 years’ experience in a maintenance trade including 3 years’ manpower 

deployment and work planning in a process industry.  

3. Excellent computer skills including Word, Excel, database applications.

Experience in SAP PM Module considered an asset.

4. Very good knowledge of English.

JOB VACANCIES
Nexen is a Canadian-based, global energy company growing value responsibly. We are 

strategically positioned in some of the world's most exciting regions: the North Sea, deep-water 
Gulf of Mexico, Middle East, offshore West Africa and the Canadian Athabasca oil sands, Nexen 
has attractive compensation package with a great focus on individual training and other benefits 
including  medical coverage for the employee and his Family including parents. Nexen has job 

opportunities at two projects in YEMEN. Canadian Nexen Petroleum Yemen - Masila (BLK14) & 
Canadian Petroleum Yemen East Al-Hajr (BLK51).

� To Apply for this Job and for further information on the Job duties and responsibilities you can visit our website

www.nexeninc.com/careers/yemen
� Applications should be submitted NO later than January 15, 2008. Faxed applications will not be considered.

A recent report by the government’s National

Population Council criticizes the lack of reproductive

health services in rural Yemeni areas.

Only 18 percent of births occur under the assistance of skilled birthing attendants. YT photo
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Request for Expressions of Interest
Training members of Modernization TF and External training members of the

Senior Management of the Ministry of Education Yemen.

Basic Education Development Project

IDA Credits& Multi Donors, Trust Funds. 

The objective of the proposed technical assistance is to equip trainees (Internal Training in-country

for 13 members of the Modernization Task Force) to provide leadership and direction to the

modernization of the Ministry of Education (MoE), to participate in and understand the results of

organizational analysis, to participate in communications activities representing the modernization

process to internal and external stakeholders and to be able to prepare progress report on

modernization initiatives in the MoE. 

In addition, the proposed technical assistance would also equip trainees ( External Training –

Oversees for 38 members of senior management of the MoE) to promote reform in their sectors and

departments by building well-motivated and focused teams; using evidence based analytical

techniques in decision-making; and encouraging wide stakeholder participation in policy formation.

The key objective of the training is to accomplish a transformation in participants attitudes form a

position that tends towards defensive reliance on their existing knowledge base to one where they

have the confidence to explore new ideas, handle uncertainty and manage conflict constructively.

This transformation is a more important outcome than a specific set of knowledge or skills from the

proposed training opportunity. 

This request for Expressions of Interest follows the General Procurement Notice for this Project that

appeared in the Development Business and Dg Market dated of Feb 2, 2005. The Ministry of

Education (MOE), Republic of Yemen has received a credit from the International Development

Association (IDA) and Multi-Donors towards the cost of the Basic Education Development Project

and intends to apply part of the proceeds of this to payments under the contract for the above-

mentioned consulting service.

The Project Administration Unit now invites eligible Consulting Firms to indicate their interest in

providing the service for both trainings. Interested Consulting Firms must provide information

indicating that they are qualified to perform the services profiles, description of similar assignments,

experience in similar conditions, availability of appropriate skills, etc.).

The selection of the Consulting Firms will be in accordance with the procedure set out in the World

Bank’s Guidelines: “Selection and Employment of Consultants by World Bank Borrowers, May

2004” Interested consultants may obtain further information during working days Sat.–Wed. From

10:00 AM to 12:00 noon at the address below to which the expression of interest must be delivered

by January 14, 2008.

Basic Education Development Project

60 m Southern Rd. - Bait Meyad 

Tel: 00967-01-619160, Fax: 00967-01- 619219 or to 

Email: The project Director: a.al-arashi@y.net.ye

Scholarships for Yemeni Young Postgraduate Students

in Islamicjerusalem Studies (2008/2009)

Islamic Research Academy (ISRA) is pleased to announce the allocation of on of its scholarships in
Islamicjerusalem Studies for Young Yemeni Postgraduate Student who wish to study full-time for an
M.Litt. in Islamicjerusalem Studies at Al-Maktoum Institute for Arabic and Islamic Studies in Dundee.
The scholarship is only for one year beginning from September 2008. Winner of the scholarship will
undertake the taught full-time M.Litt. course in Islamicjerusalem Studies at Al-Maktoum Institute for
Arabic and Islamic Studies. This prestigious scholarship scheme is a serious effort on the part of ISRA to
prepare a team of scholars in this new field of inquiry, and a great human investment to prepare an aca-
demic team of young scholars as specialists in Islamicjerusalem Studies. 

The full scholarship will cover the full student tuition fee and will also include a fixed monthly sum to
cover living expenses (£500). Applicants for the scholarships will normally be required to hold at least a
second upper Honours degree (2.1) in an appropriate discipline and the scholarships would particularly
suit recent graduates who can show potentials to excel.

Criteria:
1. Candidates will normally be required to hold at least a second upper Honours degree (2.1) in an appro-

priate discipline.
2. Any applicant whose first language is not English is required to have an IELTS score of 6.5 or above

(including a score of 6 in the writing section) or equivalent (e.g. TOFEL 580)
3. The candidate must be able to demonstrate evidence of interest in Islamicjerusalem Studies. This can

be shown by submitting three copies of any relevant academic works including published or unpub-
lished papers, books, manuscripts, monographs, etc.

4. As the scholarships would particularly suit young recent graduates, applicants should be no more than
30 years old (ie: born after the year 1977)

Applications can be made by submitting (non returnable):
- A letter to the Secretary-General of the Islamic Research Academy explaining why the candidate

should receive the scholarship.
- Al-Maktoum Institute/University of Aberdeen application Form for postgraduate studies (complet-

ed and signed).
- Copies of degrees certificates and transcripts.
- Evidence of interest in the field.
- Written references from two academic referees
- Three copies of the candidate’s Curriculum Vitae (CV). 
- A copy of the candidate’s birth certificate
- Proof of English language proficiency, i.e. IELTS certificate.

The deadline for applications is 15 May 2008.  
In Yemen, all application should be submitted to: 

Humanities and Social Sciences Research Centre
University of Science and Technology
P.O. Box: 13064
Sana’a – Yemen
Tel: 00967 1 536581
Fax: 00967 1 536582

All submissions will be referred to the Scholarships Committee at the Islamic Research Academy who will
select the award winners. The Committee has the right to hold back the scholarships in the event that there
is no suitable candidate(s). The decision of the committee is final, with no review procedures.  Successful
candidates will be expected to sign an agreement with the sponsor and start studying the full-time taught
Masters course in September 2006; subject to them receiving an unconditional offer of acceptant from the
University of Aberdeen to study at Al-Maktoum Institute.

By: Dr. Basil Sultan

Sana’a University

Faculty of Engineering, Civil

Engineering Dept.

bsultan@suye.ac

TT
he construction industry

is one of the most impor-

tant components in any

developing nation’s eco-

nomic development,

being a major contributor to the nation-

al economy and providing employment

opportunities. For this reason, con-

struction projects should be an impor-

tant priority in Yemen’s national devel-

opment.

Key statistics on Yemen and its con-

struction industry reveal that while the

industry employed approximately 6.6

percent of the nation’s total workforce

in 2000, the value added by such con-

struction was only 4.2 percent.

As a developing nation, some seri-

ous problems within Yemen’s con-

struction industry are inefficiency in

using materials, unfair competition,

limited funding, planning uncertain-

ties, unclear practices, lack of manage-

ment and supervision, a shortage of

high levels of skilled labor and lack of

human resources development.

Over the past three decades,

Yemen’s construction industry has

experienced chronic problems such as

low productivity, increased waste and

insufficient quality. Waste can signifi-

cantly affect the performance of con-

struction projects. Construction per-

formance also may affect productivity

across all economic sectors.

Previous research conducted by this

author has concerned the high levels of

construction waste and costs within

Yemen’s construction industry.

Industry practitioners and engineers

routinely report numerous wasteful

activities in the construction process,

the majority of which consume capital,

time and effort without adding value to

the client or the project. Likewise,

waste significantly can affect business

performance and the

productivity of contract-

ing firms.

Despite this, no

research has been con-

ducted in Yemen on the

incidence of waste with-

in the construction

industry. If any was

done, such research

would be concerned only

with on-site waste mate-

rials. Further, no

attempts have been made to identify,

evaluate or quantify the frequency or

amount of construction waste in

Yemen.

Construction waste

Project managers and engineers typi-

cally describe waste as physical rather

than its true meaning. What the Yemeni

construction industry now needs is a

better understanding of that concept, as

well as identifying such waste vari-

ables and their causes. These waste

factors may assist project managers

and engineers in discovering alterna-

tive ways to increase their projects’

performance.

Waste can include mistakes, working

nonsequentially, redundant activity or

movement, premature or delayed

inputs and products or services not

meeting customer needs. According to

the new philosophy regarding produc-

tion, waste should be understood as

any inefficiency resulting in the use of

equipment, materials, labor or capital

in larger quantities than those consid-

ered necessary for construction.

The term non-value adding activity

is used to differentiate on-site physical

waste from other waste occurring dur-

ing construction, as waste involves

several available definitions.

Waste includes both material losses,

as well as unnecessary work that gen-

erates additional costs, but adds no

value to the product. Moreover, some

researchers maintain that manufactur-

ing and construction waste include

time delays, quality

costs, lack of safety,

redone work, unneces-

sary transportation, long

distances, improper

choice of management,

methods or equipment

and poor construction.

For these reasons,

waste should be defined

as any loss produced by

activities that generate

direct or indirect costs,

but add no value to the product,

according to the client’s viewpoint.

In some developing countries, con-

struction projects experience waste

concerning wait time, idle time and

travel time. Employing an excessive

number of unskilled laborers or more

laborers than necessary, especially

unqualified laborers, is another waste-

related problem.

Other developing nations identify

lack of materials or equipment,

repaired or redone work and supervi-

sion delays as factors affecting produc-

tivity within the construction industry.

A previous study conducted by this

author affirmed that construction

supervision is one of the main areas of

waste in Yemeni construction projects.

Variables related to wasteful activi-

ties identified by a review of the litera-

ture are those that contribute to a

reduction in the value of construction

productivity, while waste-causing fac-

tors are those that produce or generate

waste.

The most significant waste variables in

Yemen are:

• on-site waste of raw materials

• schedule delays

• repairs to structural work

• repairs to framework

• repairs to finishing work

• delays in procuring and delivering

materials

Furthermore, Yemen’s most significant

waste-causing factors are:

• lack of supervision

• unclear blue prints and specifica-

tions

• poor design

• design changes

• poor or lack of contractual docu-

mentation

• poor or lack of planning and sched-

uling

• materials mishandling

• incompetent steel reinforcement

fabrication

• slow tradesmen and stone crafts-

men

• inappropriate construction meth-

ods

• slow decision making

• lack of traders’ skill

• delays of materials delivery to the

site

• payment delays and disputes

Given the construction industry’s

current lack of project schedules,

workers tend to take construction time

for granted. Schedule delays can be

one of the most important variables

affecting Yemeni construction projects,

with such delays in project completion

always resulting in costly disputes and

hostile relationships among all

involved parties.

Delays can be a major factor in high

construction costs. The main factors

causing delays are slow or ineffective

tradesmen, poor planning and schedul-

ing, delayed payment, design changes

and slow decision making.

Because repair can be defined as any

activity that must be redone or altered,

it includes variations occurring at any

time within any construction activity.

Lack of skilled workers, unclear plan

sketches and specifications and lack of

supervision all can lead to repairing or

redoing structural or finishing works.

The main reason for Yemen’s lack of

skilled laborers is that they are self-

employed, often being rural farmers.

Construction managers and engi-

neers in Yemen often fail to identify or

address waste within the construction

process. One reason such waste isn’t

recognized adequately is the existence

of unclear standards and practices,

weak project documentation, inade-

quate planning in a project’s early

stages and most of all, lack of appro-

priate tools to measure such waste.

To conclude, all construction project

participants should direct urgent

national attention toward these waste

issues. Hopefully, this will lead to min-

imizing waste and increasing produc-

tivity in Yemen’s construction activi-

ties.

Contractors should be more aware of

waste and its causes, using local mate-

rials and natural resources as much and

as efficiently as possible in order to

minimize the negative impacts of

waste and non-value adding activities,

while reducing the costs of such waste.

Waste in Yemeni construction projects

Dr. Basil Sultan

Over the past three decades, Yemen’s construction industry has experienced chronic problems such as low produc-

tivity, increased waste and insufficient quality.
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Offshore Applications

LNG Applications
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HORIZON AGENCIES & COMMERCIAL SERVICES (HACS)
P.O. Box: 15408, Sana’a, Republic of Yemen

Tel: +967-1-421508 / 421532 Fax: +967-1-1421514

Email: horcom@y.net.ye Website: www.hacs-yemen.com
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By: Philipp Schweers
For Yemen Times

BB
ecause of the need to
extend dialogue between
Middle East and the rest
of the world, the first
independent institution

for modern Middle Eastern Studies in
the region has been established this
weekend. After decades of experience
in teaching Arabic to foreign students,
Yemeni entrepreneur Sabri Saleem
worked with various international aca-
demic scholars, Yemeni officials and
businessmen to create the Yemen
College of Middle Eastern Studies
(YCMES).

“While there is no other independent
academic institution in whole Arab
world dealing with Middle Eastern
issues, I found Mr. Saleem's plan fasci-
nating and I recognize this college as a
chance to expand the ties and the under-
standing between Yemen and the rest of
the world,” Dr. Shelagh Weir of
University of London and Board-
Member at YCMES explained. 

With the help of Dr. Steven C. Caton
of Harvard University, an curriculum
for the one-year Program of
Contemporary Middle Eastern Studies
has been designed using American and
European standards of teaching, and
will receive its inaugural class in the fall
of this year. Unique to the Middle East,
this program will offer courses on the
history, politics, culture and economics
of the region.  .

“This college will be a pioneer in
modern Middle Eastern Studies and can
diminish the gap between the cultures,”
the chairman of the Board Dr. al-Iryani,
political Advisor to the President and
Former Prime Minister of Yemen, sum-
marized confidently. 

Course topics range from religion,
gender, development, politics, anthro-
pology, economics, geography, history,
literature, arts and science. They are
additionally offered each term to reflect
what the College considers to be impor-
tant. A set of more specialized courses is
also offered each term, representing a
wide range of topics that will vary
depending on faculty specialization, as
well as student interest.

The faculty is comprised of the
world’s most distinguished regional
specialists, most of whom hold profes-
sional appointments in leading universi-
ties. Assistant Dean for academic
affairs, Professor Caton from Harvard
University, has helped with the course
structure and standards, and is on the
board of advisors.

The YCMES is thought to be a
unique institution for higher education
in the region because it is founded with
the intention of bringing together peo-
ple from all over the world for advanced
study in Yemen. Interested individuals
from abroad will get the opportunity to
study an intensive program of contem-
porary Middle Eastern Studies with
included Arabic lessons, and Yemenis
will receive the opportunity to learn for-
eign languages at this new institution.
Saleem says the institute aims at bridg-
ing cultural gaps, and creating a cross
cultural academic institution in Yemen.

While the study of the region’s pre-
history and pre-modern history is often
well administered at European and U.S.
universities, the study of the contempo-
rary Middle East is often underrepre-
sented at these institutions. To offset
this imbalance, the College’s curricu-
lum focuses on the study of the contem-
porary Middle East, with historical
courses offered to students who feel the
need for such background.

As it is, the director of the institution
had already established the Yemeni
Language Center in 1989, which edu-
cated thousands of non-native speakers
in Arabic. In addition to learning
Arabic, the students learned about
Yemeni and Arab culture, and became
change cultural ambassadors in their
countries. 

YLC attracted and motivated more
and more international students to study
in Sana'a, which has allowed the Center
to expand over its almost 20 year histo-
ry. The fact that not many Yemenis
speak English, made the country an
ideal location for teaching Arabic to
non-native speakers. Most past students
are very satisfied with more than just
the Program. Jessica Tibbets, 22-year-
old American student at YLC summa-
rized the atmosphere in Yemen to the
point: “The people here are so friendly
and hospitable, and really help me to
apply the Arabic I have learned in the
classroom, as well as teach me other
things not covered in my books. I have
been to lunches and dinners with fami-
lies, and iftars during Ramadan, where I
felt not like a foreigner, but like a dis-
tant cousin. I really feel a part of the
larger community here, which has been
indispensable to my Arabic and under-
standing of Yemeni culture.”

However, there are a lot of challenges
in the future for YCMES, such as for-
eign operated universities which have
much more financial resources on the
one hand, and on the other hand the
world's negative perception of Yemen
as an unstable country, among other
misconceptions.

One of the previous American stu-
dents at the language center, Sarah,
thinks that people in Yemen are gener-
ally very nice; she did not hesitate to
venture throughout the markets with
friends and teachers. “I try to talk to as

many people as I can to improve on my
language skills. Sadly, I don’t have
many women friends since they are a
little bit more shy and conservative,”
she said. 

Many students like don’t think the
Yemen is a dangerous country. She has
gone to many places including
Manakha, Kamaran Island,
Khawkaban.

“That's why it is so important in con-
tinuing and advancing what we have
started. When they are here, our stu-
dents are learning our language and our
culture. But when they are returning to
their home countries, they are ambassa-
dors of Yemen,” Saleem argues with
confidence based on past experience
and hope for the future of YCMES.   

After more than a year of extensive
negotiations, the founding meeting of
the Board of Advisors took place last
weekend amidst excitement and antici-
pation for a future of understanding and
exchange between the Arab world and
the West.

Ms. Jamila Ali Rajaa, Advisor to the
Foreign Ministry and on the Board of
YCMES,

described her thoughts after two days
of discussion: “This academic institu-
tion carries many potentials for Yemen.
I am very glad that we succeeded in lay-
ing the foundation for such a college
which is unique in the whole region.
There are many challenges on our way
and we have to start small to make sure
that it will work. But step by step while
bringing together Yemeni and foreign
scholars, it can be the academic bridge
between our cultures and may foster the
relations and partnerships between
Yemeni and Western academics. Our
long-term goal is to establish a non-
profit university with excellent stan-
dards and I am confident that we are on
a good way.”
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Faces & Traces is a cultural series of concise biographies of local or
international famous and obscure personalities in fields such as
literature, arts, culture and religion in which these individuals contribute
affirmatively. It is a short journey in contemporary history, attempting to
tackle numerous effective characters in human civilization.

Prepared by: Eyad N. Al-Samman

ZZ
aid Ali Al-Mushiki

was a Yemeni jurist,

poet, critic, politician

and revolutionist.

Born in 1910 in Hajjah

governorate’s Shaharah city, where

he did his primary studies, at age 15,

Al-Mushiki moved around to sever-

al villages and cities, including Al-

Dhafeer, Hajjah and Al-Dhalei to

study the Qur’an and prophetic tra-

ditions.

During his adolescence, Al-

Mushiki moved to Dhamar city –

where his lineage is traced back to –

attending Al-Shamsiah School,

where he continued studying

jurisprudence and Arabic language

sciences.

At the end of the 1920s, Al-

Mushiki enrolled in the House of

Sciences in Sana’a, eventually

obtaining a higher academic degree

called “Al-Ghayah.” 

Because of his academic intelli-

gence and his fame for being articu-

late and polite among his col-

leagues, Imam Yahya entrusted him

with instructing his sons. Thus, Al-

Mushiki spent part of his life teach-

ing, at the same time frequenting the

Great Mosque Library in Sana’a to

read the books and references there.

Al-Mushiki subsequently moved

to Taiz governorate when heir

apparent Imam Ahmed appointed

him governor of several districts

there and then ruler of the imam’s

residence in Taiz.

Due to the dire economic, social,

cultural and other situations Yemen

was experiencing under imamate

reign, Al-Mushiki involved himself

in political activities, criticizing

such situations satirically in his

poetry and prose.

This caused Imam Yahya to

threaten Al-Mushiki and other free

Yemenis with death. Consequently,

some of them, including Al-

Mushiki, fled to South Yemen in

1944, staying in the city of Aden,

which still was under British colo-

nization.

Al-Mushiki remained in Aden for

nearly a year, during which he

wholeheartedly and enthusiastically

devoted himself to reading and

acquiring knowledge at Queen

Victoria Public Library.

During this time, he contributed

positively to numerous revolution-

ary and nationalist activities, includ-

ing establishing with his peers the

Free Yemeni Movement in 1944 and

being elected its vice president.

His political activities further

included calls regarding the necessi-

ty of national unity and revolution

against imamate tyranny in North

Yemen and British colonization in

the south.

Because of his defiant opposition

against Imam Yahya, in 1944, the

latter ordered Al-Mushiki’s house in

Dhamar demolished and his other

properties confiscated.

Opposition by the Free Yemenis

in Aden increased against Imam

Yahya and his son. Fearing such

“modernists,” as he dubbed them,

who were calling for political

change, Imam Yahya sent a delegate

[meaning one individual or should

this be a delegation?] to negotiate

with the new movement, as well as

submit his official objection to the

British mandate in Aden.

Because they suffered greatly and

due to other internal disagreements

within the movement, the Free

Yemenis agreed to the imam’s

requests and other enticements to

return to North Yemen.

Resettling in Taiz in 1946, Al-

Mushiki continued his political

activities, participating with

Abdullah Al-Wazeer and Hussein

Al-Kibsi – two other Free Yemenis

– in issuing and endorsing their

well-known religious fatwa, a legal

opinion, which allowed any Yemeni

to kill Imam Yahya, as they consid-

ered him a tyrant and a conspirator

in starving and humiliating the

Yemeni people.

Al-Mushiki’s was among many

voices calling for a constitution

ensuring consultation, , freedom and

equality . He helped draft a new

constitution known as the Holy

National Pact and and assisted in the

Arab League’s authorization of it. 

While Al-Mushiki’s literary

works in poetry, prose and critique

were diverse, most were confiscated

and ruined by the actions of Imam

Yahya and his heir apparent,

Ahmed. His house was demolished

a second time in 1948 and all of his

works confiscated by guards.

Al-Mushiki began his literary

career as a poet, composing poems

for various religious and social

occasions. His poetry included sig-

nificant aspects of his revolutionary

and thoughts of struggle, as charac-

terized by their truthfulness, defi-

ance, simplicity and group expres-

sion.

Publishing some of his prose

writings himself in Al-Hikmah Al-

Yamaniah (The Yemeni Wisdom)

magazine and Al-Bareed Al-Adabi

(The Literary Post)  newspaper,

some of his other prose works were

published during his sojourn in

Aden.

As a critic, Al-Mushiki published

a critique of Arab poet Abu Tayyib

Ahmad Ibn Al-Hussein Al-

Mutanabbi in The Literary Post

newspaper and it was one of the

most important critiques he ever

penned.

While his diverse body of work

hasn’t been collected and published,

the most prominent book about his

life, which contains some of his

works, is 1984’s “Zaid Al-Mushiki:

A Poet and Martyr,” published by

the Yemeni Center for Study and

Research.

The outbreak of the first revolu-

tion against Yemen’s imamate on

February 17, 1948 ended Imam

Yahya’s rule by killing him.

Following the failed March 1948

Constitutional Revolution and

Imam Ahmed’s sudden return to

Sana’a, Al-Mushiki was arrested

and banished to Hajjah city, where

he was imprisoned in the horrible

Al-Qahirah, or Castle, Prison.

Within the first few days of April

1948, Al-Mushiki was beaten and

tortured and then beheaded by

guards at Hajjah’s Castle Prison.

However, his life was witness to his

great role in and the wonderful

place he occupied amid the galaxy

of Yemen’s other heroic nationalists

and revolutionists.

Zaid Ali Al-Mushiki, a defiant 

knight in satirical and political poetry

Zaid Ali Al-Mushiki

One of the recreational trips organized by the administration for students to

hill station Manakha four hours drive from Sana’a.

Students at the college canteen.

An academic institution 
for cross cultural experience

Yemen College of Middle Eastern Studies Board at the inauguration cere-

mony. The board includes a number of high-level professionals both Yemenis

and foreigners.

Students enjoying the sun at the institute’s backyard. Sana’a enjoys a mod-

erate climate throughout the year, which is quite a pleasant change for many

foreign students.

Two of the Yemeni College for Middle Eastern Studies buildings.
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By:  Hamed Thabet

AA
ccording to recent statis-
tics, incidents of crime
have decreased by an
average of 43% in
Yemen’s urban areas.

The decrease is explained as a result of
implementing a government ban on
carrying weapons. Mohammed
Abudulah Al-Qowsi, the Under-
Secretary of the Ministry of Interior,
confirmed that, “As a result of disar-
mament, cities are safer for people to
live in, especially encouraging and
opening better opportunities for invest-
ment in Yemen.”

According to Ahmed Hae’l, a public
relations assistant in the Ministry of
Interior, the main cities have experi-
enced a 95% reduction in firearms.
However, he stated, “villages and small
towns are still armed and not yet con-
trolled.”  

Responsible sources in the Ministry
of Interior assured that as of Tuesday,
2,741 firearms were seized within city
limits, with a further 59,347 pieces
seized at check points between cities. 

Hae’l confirmed that more than
sixty-two thousand firearms have been
seized so far, including handguns,
machine guns and sometimes antiair-
craft guns. He elaborated that all seized
firearms were delivered to the judici-
ary, which will make a ruling on their
disposal.

Most of the firearms seized were not
in cites, but at check points; many peo-
ple couldn’t successfully smuggle
weapons bought at arms markets into
cities. 

The government is also attacking the
sources of the problem, according to
Al-Qowsi, who stated, “Small arms
markets are closed and many other
markets are in the process of shutting
down. If we want to solve the firearms
problem we have to start from the
source, which is arms and ammunition
markets.”   

Hae’l said that the government is not
confiscating weapons for its own use
or to ban them forever, but is imple-
menting a safer and better weapons
policy, pointing to previous crimes
resulting from unrestricted armament
in the wrong hands. Moreover, it
asserts that its main goal is to create
strict rules in order to control problems
caused by an abuse of weapons.

The campaign includes everyone

without any exceptions. According to
Hae’l, nearly all the officials and
sheikhs obeyed the law and had no
other recourse except to hand over the
weapons. 99% of officials and sheikhs
allegedly did so voluntarily.

Al-Qowsi noted that although in the
past armed people in cities showed a
lack of respect for the government and
its officials, they obeyed and handed
over their firearms sometimes by force.
Since August 23, 2007, government
forces have worked hard to limit this
phenomenon as much as possible.
Moreover, Al-Qowsi assured with sat-
isfaction that these challenges require
both “the tenacity of a career military
man, and the diplomacy and sensitivity
of a seasoned politician.” 

The disarmament plan consists of
three stages, with the first stage taking
three months, while the second and
third steps to continue until September
2008. The plan is recognized under
article 40, which bans weapons. 

Al-Qowsi explained that this mili-
tary program has in turn been comple-
mented by another operation in which
the government spent about 2 billion
YR in order to purchase heavy arms
from tribesmen such as shoulder-fired
surface to air missiles and rocket pro-

pelled grenades. 
The Yemeni army is waging a large-

scale campaign against anyone who
carries weapons. The are many places
and sites where weapons are seized, for
example check points between cities,
in order to ensure that no weapon will
get inside the city.

However, villages and small towns
are still armed. According to Hae’l,
“There are many armed villages which
cannot be controlled, and of course,
supervising each village is a difficult
job. Also, the Ministry of the Interior
doesn’t currently have any strategy for
disarming these areas.” 

Firearms are spread throughout
many cites, being most concentrated in
Shabwa, followed by Sada’a, gover-
norates near Sana’a, Taiz, Al-Hodeidah
and lastly Aden. All firearms are seized
without exception.

Hae’l added, “We have to begin
from some point, and the first step that
the government took was in the main
cities. Nevertheless, after all cities are
cleared of firearms, we will shift to vil-
lages and small towns in order to
cleanse Yemen of this phenomenon.”

There is a bylaw that officials and
sheikhs be provided by armed body-
guards, the decision of which rests on
the government. In the past, they could
have many armed bodyguards with
him, whereas now they are provided
with only a few, who are required to
carry government licenses. Also, sol-
diers can carry weapons only when
wearing military uniforms. 

The government’s main aim is creat-
ing a healthy atmosphere for invest-
ment in Yemen and also to provide a
safe living environment. It claims that
this can only be achieved by decreas-
ing the crime rate, which will not come
about without disarmament and control
of weapons. On the other hand, the
mass media played a large role in that
field, strongly advocating disarma-
ment. 

A study done by the Ministry of
Interior noted that a loss of more than
$18 billion was incurred from firearms

usage over the last 20 years. On the
other hand, statistics released  by the
Ministry of Interior said that the crime
rate in 2006 had increased to 35,000
from a previous 24,024. 

There are an estimated 60 million
weapons in Yemen, opposed to an esti-
mated population of 20 million,
according to official reports, a ratio of
three firearms for every citizen.

Foreign tourists avoid visiting his-
torical places in Yemen like Marib
(which dates back more than 3,000
years) because of past attacks, includ-
ing explosions. However, many resi-
dents in Marib have kept 40 thousand
of their weapons in their houses in
order to encourage tourism. At the
same time, Abud Allah Hayder, a
Marib sheikh, confirmed, “The disar-
mament campaign is a very important
step in the lengthy process of cleaning
Yemen of firearms.”
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Crime rate declines by 43% due weapons ban

Carrying arms was an everyday habit of Yemeni people. However, with the weapons’ ban, which started last August,

arms in main cities are reported to have reduced by 95%.

Villages and small towns are still armed and not yet controlled.


